June 4, 2019
Commerce Research Library, Herbert C. Hoover Building
1401 Constitution Avenue NW,
Washington, DC  20230

Morning Updates

08:00-08:30  Doors Open

08:30-08:45  Welcome & Introductions – ACCRES Chair, Gil Klinger and Stephen Volz, Assistant Administrator, NOAA Satellite and Information Services

08:45-09:00  Opening Remarks – Secretary Ross -Department of Commerce

09:00-09:30  ACCRES Task Group Updates – Regulatory Task Group

9:30-10:00  ACCRES Task Group Updates - SAR Task Group

10:00-10:30  ACCRES Task Group Updates - DPP Task Group

10:30-11:00  Break

11:00-11:30  U.S. Government Implementation of Commercial Remote Sensing Policy—Gil Klinger

11:30-12:00  National Space Council—Scott Pace

12:00-12:15  Committee Discussion

12:15-12:30  Public Comments

12:30-01:30  Recess for Lunch
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Afternoon

01:30-02:00  Making Space Simple: How Loft Orbital Provides Space Infrastructure as a Service—Alex Greenberg

02:00-02:30  Space Economy—Bhavya Lal

02:30-03:00  Commercial Remote Sensing Regulatory Affairs (CRSRA) Update – Tahara Dawkins

03:00-03:15  Public Comments

03:15-03:45  Senator Ted Cruz

03:45-04:00  Closing Remarks & Wrap Up – Gil Klinger

04:00  Adjourn